At 16 petaflops, Sequoia recaptures the number one spot for the US.

The 39th TOP500 list was released today at the International Supercomputing Conference in Hamburg, Germany, with a new machine at the top. Sequoia, an IBM Blue Gene/Q machine, delivered a world record 16 petaflops on Linpack, knocking RIKEN's 10-petaflop K Computer into second place. The Japanese K system had held the TOP500 title for a year. Sequoia, which is housed at Lawrence Livermore National Lab, will provide the NNSA its most advanced simulation platform for maintaining the nuclear weapons stockpile of the US. In its spare time, it will also run unclassified codes for open science research.

The 96-rack Sequoia houses 1.6 million cores, another TOP500 record, and 1.6 petabytes of memory. Peak petaflops is a whopping 20.1 petaflops. The machine is one of six Blue Gene/Q systems of a petaflop or more deployed over the last six months. Compared to the November 2011 list, when there was no turnover in the top 10, this time around, there are six brand new machines, plus one, Jaguar, that has benefited from an upgrade to faster processors. Besides four new Blue Gene/Q's (Sequoia, Mira, Fermi, and JuQUEEN), there is SuperMUC, an IBM iDataPlex cluster at Leibniz Rechenzentrum in Germany, and Curie, a Bull supercomputer installed at the French Atomic Energy Commission (CEA).

The new top 10 looks like this:

1. 16.3 petaflops, Sequoia, United States
2. 10.5 petaflops, K computer, Japan
3. 8.2 petaflops, Mira, United States
4. 2.9 petaflops, SuperMUC, Germany
5. 2.6 petaflops, Tianhe-1A, China
6. 1.9 petaflops, Jaguar, United States
7. 1.7 petaflops, Fermi, Italy
8. 1.4 petaflops, JuQUEEN, Germany
9. 1.4 petaflops, Curie, France
10. 1.3 petaflops, Nebulae, China

Although the US has regained the TOP500 title -- the first time it has been in the top spot since 2009 -- just three of the top 10 are now based in the States, down from five machines, six months ago, continuing a trend that has resulted in more geographical parity. China, Japan, Germany, France and Italy all have supercomputers at the top of the list now.

Taking all 500 supercomputers into account, the US is still the dominant player with 252 systems, but that's down from 263 six months ago. China, is in second place with 68 systems, but it too has lost ground, shedding six since November. Japan (35 systems), the UK (25 systems), France (22 systems) and Germany(20 systems) are the only other nations with more than 10 machines on the list.

With each passing year, the TOP500 becomes a more exclusive club. The least performant machine (the 500th system) is now over 60 teraflops, a Linpack mark that would have earned it the top spot in 2004. Turnover was about average, with the list shedding 170 systems.

Meanwhile, aggregate performance continues its upward climb and is now at 123.4 petaflops, nearly doubling that of the November list, when it totaled 74.2 petaflops. A sizeable chunk of added flops was contributed by new machines that came in at a petaflop or better. Overall, the petaflop club doubled its membership over the last six months, growing from 10 to 20 systems.

From a vendor perspective, IBM cleaned up. The company is responsible for nearly half of the machines on the list, with 213. The next most popular vendor is HP, with 138 systems. Cray (26), Appro (19), Bull (16), SGI (16), and DELL (12), round out top six computer makers. Everyone else is in single digits.

It's even more skewed at the top, where IBM claims five of the top 10. As mentioned before, that's mainly the result of the new Blue Gene/Q installations. No other vendor has more than a single system in this upper tier.

The only area where IBM didn't dominate the field is in processor architecture. Here Intel is king, claiming a 78 percent share overall, split between its various Xeon generations. The latest E5 Xeons, despite being in production only three months, already claim a nine percent share.

GPUs and other accelerators are now installed in 58 systems, up from 39 six months ago. The vast majority of them (55) are using NVIDIA parts. AMD's ATI GPUs and IBM's PowerXCell 8i are installed on two systems, apiece, while Intel's MIC coprocessor made its debut on the TOP500 in an experimental cluster with pre-production Knights Corner chips.

On the interconnect front, InfiniBand now reigns as the most popular technology, with 209 systems, finally beating out Ethernet.
which is installed on 207 machines. The remaining 84 systems use a combination non-standard interconnects (custom, proprietary, Cray, etc.). Although small in number, these specialized networks are installed in systems that represent more than half (55 percent) of the TOP500’s aggregate performance.

The next Linpack rankings in November should see many of these trends continue. The top of the list, as always, should be quite interesting, especially since at least a couple of new double-digit petaflop machines, powered by the latest accelerators, are scheduled to make their appearance. The Stampede system at TACC, will be powered by Intel’s first Knights Corner coprocessor, while the Titan supercomputer at ORNL, will be featured with the new NVIDIA Kepler parts. If these deployments go as planned, we could, once again, see some major realignments in the top 10.